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From The East

Brothers,
     I hope you had a good holiday in 
December and wish you a much im-
proved and Happier New Year.  

     Let’s be frank, 2020 was one of the 
worst of years for quite some time.  
Most Masons have come through well 
enough, but some have needed and 
received a helping hand. We at the 
Petaluma-Hamilton Lodge #180 of 
Free and Accepted Mason of Califor-
nia have done our part this last year.  
2020 has taught us the value of family, 
friends, community, and health.  We 
have had to do without some social 
interaction and dialogue, but from 
austerity can grow new strengths in 
virtue, understanding of ourselves and 
our values.  If we focus on our values 
when we set our goals for improve-
ment, the accomplishment of those 
goals can bring us great happiness. So 
my hope and wish this year is for you 
and yours to have the best year yet.

     In 2020, our theme for 
Petaluma-Hamilton Lodge #180 was 
-- 2020: A Vision of Charity. 
Our symbol for the year was the 
Coastal Redwood, our local evergreen 
tree.  When we proposed this theme 
and symbol for 2020 in late 2019, 
little did we realize what a challenge 
2020 would be for Petaluma or Sono-
ma County, or the rest of California, 
America, or the world.  Despite the 
challenges and the greater need for 

charity induced by disasters of iso-
lation, injustice, fire and disease, the 
men of Petaluma-Hamilton did their 
part to rise to the challenge.  

     We provided greater funding for 
the Raising a Reader program, we 
utilized computer technology and old 
fashioned phone calls to overcome 
isolation of members and to continue 
the business of our lodge, the Hall 
Association was flexible with our 
tenants and deferred rent payments.  
The Lodge started working with a 
new education foundation – 10,000 
degrees.  We provided greater scholar-
ship funding to deserving local youth 
through that organization and also 
through the Royal Arch Scholarship 
fund as well.  We also gave to the 
Knights Templar Eye Foundation, the 
Committee on the Shelterless, the Ma-
sonic Homes, Masons for Mitts, and 
other state and local charities.  Char-
ity or helping to improve the lives of 
others is one of the three key reasons 
most brothers became Masons and 
continue to be active.

     This year, we will continue to do 
more in our charitable effort, but our 
theme is “2021: Self Improvement 
Through Ritual Practice” and our 
symbol for the year will again be the 
Coastal Redwood.  Self Improvement 
is also one of the three key reasons 
most men became Masons.  The 
evergreen, especially our local vari-
ety, the coastal redwood, is a symbol 
of greatness, long life and even per-
sistence after death.  It grows a little at 
a time, and is persistent, but continues 
a pattern that was established long 
ago.  In a similar way Masonic self 
improvement acts to build greatness 
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not just in the individual but also in 
the community that can endure long 
after the men of any generation have 
passed away.  This year, in the months 
to come, it may seem like more of 
what we have been through, but little 
by little we will make improvements. 

     In 2021 we will practice our rituals 
a little bit more in an effort to make 
ourselves a little better.  Of course, we 
will not be able to practice as a group 
during lockdowns or social distancing 
– this too will pass, but we will prac-
tice our assigned parts individually 
and in pairs.  Eventually, the health 
and safety conditions in our state will 
allow us to have our 1st, 2nd, and 3rd 
degree rituals again.  When we do 
have these degrees again, most Ma-
sons will not have witnessed a degree 
for some time. Will Master Masons be 
pleased with the presentation?  Will 
we be able to extend broad invitations 
to the brotherhood to attend? Will 
candidates have the same experi-
ence as those who have passed that 
way before?  This presents us with a 
challenge.  Can we do our parts better 
than we have done before?  

     We have had a break from our 
labor this past year but it is time to 
again focus on the ashlars which are 
our own beings.  It is time to focus on 
our mental, moral, spiritual, social, 
and physical self improvement.  Self 
improvement and learning is a life-
long process, equally suited for the 
young as well as the old.  Set a goal 
for yourself, but work on it steadily, a 
little at a time.  There is an educational 
improvement process in our rhetori-
cal practice that allows for reflection 
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and growth.  I hope that you will work 
together with us in this process.  Let 
us know if you would like to play a 
part.  It is not just improvement in 
how we speak, but in how we relate to 
one another. 

     January 2021 continues a new 
decade for Masonry in Petaluma, be a 
part of it as we grow. 

Fraternally yours,
Don Nicodemus

Hardiness / Frailty and Aging
By Sheldon Ornsetin

     The elderly are often less vulnerable 
than they appear.  They may attribute 
their health to exercise, religion and a 
positive attitude.  It is well known that 
genetics, good health practices and 
a certain degree of luck are involved.  
The very process of enduring beyond 
the average life span indicates person-
al survival capacities beyond those of 
the ordinary person.

     In our era, however, this is com-
plicated by the fact that many would 
have died of various disorders, hav-
ing now been kept alive through 
sophisticated medical technology.  
Therefore, among the oldest-old we 

find two distinct groups: those hardy 
souls genetically meant to endure for 
a century, and the extreme frail who 
walk a “tightrope” between survival 
and death. 

     Investigators, for several decades, 
have studied the concept of “hardi-
ness” as it relates to survival and cop-
ing among the oldest-old with chronic 
illness and multiple stressors.

     Hardiness is defined as a per-
sonality style characterized by three 
elements:  (1) feelings of control, 
(2)  deep commitment to something 
or someone, and (3) enjoyment of a 
challenge.

     Researchers propose investigation 
of this concept and a clearer under-
standing as “hardiness,” increasingly 
becoming a way of explaining survival 
capacity of the frail and vulnerable.

     However, one of the issues that can 
adversely affect the oldest-old, and 
that may lead to frailty, is identified 
as “energy allotment” (i.e. a decreased 
energy level).  An elderly individual 
may be able to walk but prefers to use 
a wheelchair in order to travel great 
distances in less time and have more 
energy remaining.  Although the 
ability to walk should be maintained, 
the desire to be more mobile should 
be respected and a wheelchair provid-
ed to permit a wider range of social 
opportunities.

     The opportunity for choice in ener-
gy expenditure may be ignored if we 
have an “all” – or “more” approach to 
the dependencies of the aged.

     From my perspective, the goal of 
maximizing function and delaying 

decline while using and building on 
personal strengths and desires is the 
goal of a wellness-oriented rehabilita-
tion.

     Working with older adults, howev-
er, who are having serious difficulty 
coping with their lives, demands a 
great deal from their caregiver.  Sen-
sitivity is needed to research out the 
exact difficulty.

     Older people, because of reasons 
of pride or because of mental im-
pairments, may not always state their 
problems directly.  Tolerance and 
patience may be required by “teasing 
out” the issues.  Often a great deal of 
trust must be present before a frail 
elder will confide to a caretaker who is 
working with this individual and may 
require more time.

     The old person may also be act-
ing hostile and aggressive as a way of 
feeling less dependent and needy in 
an attempt to still have control over a 
situation.

     It is important to remember always 
that these older adults are survivors – 
people who have lived through major 
world wars, social upheavals and 
numerous personal hardships.

Sheldon Ornstein Ed.D, RN, LNHA
Dr. Sheldon Ornstein is a registered 
professional nurse with a doctoral 
degree in nursing organization. He was 
raised a Master Mason at Hamilton 
Lodge on March 14, 1956 and is a 
member in good standing with Peta-
luma-Hamilton Lodge #180.  In 2013, 
he was inducted into the Nursing Hall 
of Fame at Teachers College, Columbia 
University. 
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?Riddle
Me This • Scott Taylor           December 1st

 • Ralph Pelton          December 3rd

 • Darren Navarra      December 5th

 • Robert McElroy     December 11th

 • Josheph Sanchez    December 11th

 • David De Voto       December 12th

 • Steven Eramian     December 14th

 • Albert Hunter Sr.   December 18th

 • Kirk Zaro               December 24th

 • Chad Bello             December 25th

 • Stanley Jones         December 25th

 • Robert Oates          December 27th

 • Miles Peterson       December 30th

 • Peter Ballantine     January 6th

 • Jason Cannata        January 6th

 • John Groff              January 6th     

 • Ned McFadden      Janurary 9th

 • David Adams         Janurary15th

 • Jonathon Norgrove Janurary 20th

 • Barry Rosen            Janurary 20th

 • James Casarotti       Janurary22th

 • Lars Noren              Janurary 22th

 • David Lopez           Janurary 24th

 • Joseph Zusin           Janurary 25th

 • Michael Hunt          Janurary 28th

 • James Frizzell         Janurary 29th

 • Angus Mac Lir        Janurary 29th

 • Bean, Leroy E.        January 31st

2021  Officer’s Installation

Join Petaluma Hamilton Loddge No. 
180 for our annual installation on 
January 30th, 2021 at 2 pm. 

This years installation will be held 
over Zoom. Where this may be a 
virtual installation there is no reason 
that we can’t break out  and dawn our 
favorite tux’s or suites and celebrate 
another year of freemasonry.

https://scottishrite.zoom.us/
j/83291838694?pwd=WGZlcVpTNk-
JlSW1YeEowUDF4Uk14Zz09

Meeting ID: 832 9183 8694
Passcode: zM0M1t

Dial by your location
        +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 929 205 6099 US (New York)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (D.C)
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)

We Look foreward to seeing you!

1) How high would you have to count 
before you would use the letter A in 
the English language spelling of a 
whole number?

2) A horse travels a certain distance 
each day. Strangely enough , two of its 
legs travel 30 miles each day adn the 
other two legs travel nearly 31 miles. 
It would seem that two of the horse’s 
legs must be almost a mile ahead of 
the other  two legs, but of corse this is 
not the case. Since the horse is quite 
normal, how is this situation possible?

3) John Jones  was cleaning out his old 
barn. He was dragging things out into 
the yard and filling containers wtih 
useless items he had collected over the 
years. at one point,m he rolled an old 
barrel out the the barn which weighed 
20 kilograms. John put somehting in 
the barrel that when he was finished, 
made the barrel weigh less. What 
could it have been?

4)The maker doesn’t want it, the buyer 
doesn’t use it, and the user doesn’t see 
it. What is it?

5) In an ordinary deck of playing 
cards, two of the Jacks have two eyes 
and two of the jacks have one eye. 
how many eyes are ton the four jack 
cards?”

6) What runs fore to aft on one side 
of a ship and aft to fore on the other 
side? (Besides a drunken Sailor)
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